“A UNIQUE TUBULAR CONNECTION”

Unique Flo
“Your Unique Tubular Connection”

DOWNHOLE TUBULAR SOLUTIONS
www.UniqueFlo.com
ABOUT US

UniqueFlo is a global master distributor of API-5CT couplings and pup joints. Our current inventory caters to various tubular supply chain programs globally. We offer our clients quality tubular products coupled with Unique Service, delivered in a cost-effective manner. We welcome the opportunity to show you why we are the Unique Tubular Connection.

QUALITY ASSURANCE

All of our OCTG products are manufactured and monogrammed per API-5CT specifications. In addition our products are qualified by the following:

• Individually checked for hardness requirements

• 3rd party inspected

• Inspected at various steps throughout the manufacturing process from raw material to finished products

• All products come complete mechanical/chemistry documentation as well as threading certificates of conformance

• 3.2 Quality Inspection Process-Chemistry, Mechanicals & Threads
COUPLINGS
Sizes: 1" – 20"
Grades: J/K55, N80, L80, P-110
Connections: STC, LTC, BTC

PUP JOINTS
Sizes: 2.375", 2.875" and 3.5"
Grades: J/K 55, N80Q, L80, P-110
Connections: EUE

ENGINEERED TUBULAR PARTS
UniqueFlo has the ability to work alongside your engineering department to build a cost-effective supply chain in the distribution of your product. We utilize our global network of manufacturers to fast track the manufacturing of your engineered products passing the cost-savings onto you.

MECHANICAL TUBING
UniqueFlo stocks 4130/4140 in both L80 and P110 grades in various sizes to accommodate many different product lines. We can supply any OD and ID requirements in any grade necessary.